
MbenzGram Highlights the FLASHCAL+ 3581-
JL FOR JEEP WRANGLER JL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, October 23, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Recently,

MbenzGram (MBGRAM) has

highlighted a part for Jeep Wrangler JL

drivers: the FLASHCAL+ 3581-JL.

MbenzGram (MBGRAM) highlighted the

option as one of the top solutions for

those needing an electronic calibrator.

Combining a smartphone app and

Bluetooth dongle allows for easy

integration with the OBD-II.

With a Superchip like the FLASHCAL+,

users have the option to do a bunch of

little things to make their ride that much better. It is a very easy tire and gear calibration tool that

also offers help with editing speed, recalibrations, and much more. 

One of the major selling points of the FLASHCAL+ 3581-JL is that it shows just how important

these are when keeping everything operating as smoothly as possible. Investing a lot of money

into new wheels and upsizing tires costs money. Going without a calibration tool will make life a

lot more challenging.

Another highlighted feature is that the calibration tool is entirely wireless. This means that it isn’t

a device that has to be used for a short amount of time before being thrown aside for later use.

It acts as a live interface for the jeep’s electronics so that it has constant access to control and

view data whenever driving around.

In the blog post about the FLASHCAL+ 3581-JL, all of the major features are highlighted with

bullet points so that readers can understand what’s offered. Not everyone is entirely familiar

with Superchips, so it’s always nice to have valuable information listed for shoppers. Some

people never considered purchasing something like this, but it shows how valuable the

investment is for specific setups.

http://www.einpresswire.com


MbenzGram (MBGRAM) offers a slew of other products that help Jeep Wrangler owners upgrade

their ride to get it just right. The search feature is handy for many shoppers as they navigate the

website for the first time. Once shoppers break it down to the type of vehicle they have, they can

start to look for specific solutions in that category.

To read the entire blog post, visit MbenzGram’s (MBGRAM’s) blog on their website. To start

searching for products on MbenzGram (MBGRAM), use the search feature on the top right

corner of the website.

MbenzGram (MBGRAM) is a leading website for car enthusiasts looking to learn more and shop

for performance parts. They have a lot of products available at affordable prices to ensure that

everyone can have the opportunity to make small upgrades to their current setup.
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